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ABSTRACT: - This new methodology was based on 
some physical measures. Although the limited validity 
in the time of this approach we have to consider the 
effective importance of the idea. The essence of this 
method was the completes of correspondent between the 
collect data’s of the anthrop somatic measure  the 
identities of a people. All the classified individuals are 
characterized completely only by some numbers 
referred to somatic marks, until this time criminals 
could be identified only based On eyewitness unreliable 
accounts in 1990 bertillan presents a criminals 
identification of PC's such as ”anthropometry” and 

laters also known as bertillon. In this system a person 
was identified by a set of measurements of the head and 
the whole body. This method was a fundamental step in 
first Time the recognition of a person was based on a 
systematic approach The data matching process are 
carry put by human hands with it intrinsics errors and it 
subjectivity The two identical twins were confused each 
other because of their near anthropometric measures. 
This signed the end of Bertillon and the begin of new 
identification approach. 
KEYWORDS:- 
Phishing,, Email. Authentication, Voice/Speaker 
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I. INTRODUCTION fingerprint has alway being an 
identification means due to there some important 
property each pason has one perameter in the time 
individuality  there are no (2 people identical finger 
print From the first forensic applications  those the last 
biometrics technologies apply to acces controls 
fingerprints and consider  their signed of every people 
being. The develope of this biometrics system is drive 
by the intrinsic security of fingerprint their is never to 
remembers like password or pins there is anything  to 
carry, like a card). It is possible to deceive fingerprint 
scanners through artificial replicas of fingertips. many 
study used more material scanners bases on different 
logical principle are not able to recognized froud to live 
fingertips . Consider tha biometrices was born 
specifically for secure applications that risks of deceive 
like system  means  clone of fingerprint has caught  the 
attention of many academic and commercial groups. 
The ordered to address this shortcoming it is need to 
Recognize a whishing attend in artificial finger look for 
some life signs every time  users submitted a 

fingerprints since the problem is to detect such signs Its 
refer as fingerprints vitalities detections problem .  We 
arranged the above H/W bases and S/W bases 
approached in to  specific  of the sensing methodology . 
We are compare that the performed of every fingerprint 
vitalities detections approached and couple ours 
experimented result reports in the  papers the biometrics 
benefits is a sample terms used to described a measure 
logically  behaviors  we can be use for automatically 
recognized The biometrics provide a automate methods 
of recognized an individuals base in the individual 
biometrics characteristic. Biometrics model commonly 
implements the study includes fingerprints face  voice 
signature biometrics system  common use to control 
access to logical asset laboratories building money from 
ATM  or logical information’s people computers 
account secures electronics documents etc . Biometric 
system can  be use to determined either or not a people 
is already in  data based like for social services  id 
applications. The operations of a biometrics systems 
can describe in a simplify  by a three step process 1 1 
Proceed involve in collected of the biometrics finger 
step used many sensor  model to facilitate the 
observation The 2nd step convert describe the observe 
input using a digitally represent called a templates these 
step  modality and also like vendors 1 3 In the third step 
the new acquire templates are compare with one to 
more  generate template store in  data base In the third 
step the new acquire templates are compare with one to 
more  generate template store in  data base. 
 
II automatics system for people recognition the leteast 
biometrics is the studies of method to unique 
recognized human bases on one or more intrinsic 
physical Or behavioral trait we compared these end 
sentence with the battalion methods we are observe an 
resemblances. Biometrics systems are automatically 
recognition process from some physics data to the 
identity of a people. Earlier this recognition process was 
assigned to the user who submitting a password or a 
smart card to an access control systems obtained the 
permission to enter in a secure place. The identity of a 
person was stored in something to remember (a 
password) or in something to have (a smart card): both 
this technologies have important limits (i.e. a password 
can be forgotten, or a smart-card can be lost). With 
biometric technology an access controlled system 
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recognized automatically a people his or her 
appearances or some particular 
physiological/physics elements. With this new 
approach the identity of a person is stored In the 
biometrics technologies the first important distant 
must done bossed on the recognition modality 
 
2.1 Face: The face is the more common and more 
natural identification method. The acquisition of a face 
is done by a digital camera that records the front profile 
of the head of the user. this moments the system is 
affects by lighting conditions face expressions gained 
etc Is recorded this measured offer many defined 
information’s than multi dimensional acquisitions of a 

cameras and a  invariance against light or context 
conditions 
2.2 Fingerprint: The oldest instrument for the forensic 
laboratory of identification. The flow of the papillary 
ridge under fingertip surface is a unique Pattern for 
each person. Hand geometrics placed the hand is a flat 
scan than the system acquire some biometrical 
information’s by the user The importance of this 
technology is the representation requirements: less than 
10 bytes can be associated to each hand   

 
 
2.4 Hand veins: The rhythm of each person of writing 
with a keyboard can represent each individual. This 
technique is non invasive and can be monitor as a 
person is hands 
 2.5 Iris: the iris is a muscles of the eye the regulate of 
quantities is that lights and reached that retinols 
surfaced. The disposition of the fiber and its color 
makes a uniquely pattern for each person. The iris 
recognition technology is believed to be extremely 
accurate and fast. 
2.6 Retinal scan: In the last year in Holland a new 
national identification program has began for the 
regularization of the immigration by the scanning of the 
retinal secularity of the eye. The image acquisition 
involves cooperation of the user 
 
 

 
2.7 Infrared Thermo grams: The use of a IR source 
for the acquisition of a face or of an entire body can 
reveal something univocal traits of the person. other 
advantages of the use of ir light is the robustness to 
many illuminations condition In some system the  is 
employees to records the paths of the veins under the 
skin of a body 
. 
2.8 signature is ways to people signed him names is 
known to be a characteristic of that individual. 
Signatures are behavioral biometrics changed our 
period of date and times are influence by logically and 
emotional condition. 
2 9 voices: The Voices the voice o can be distinctive for 
the identification of a people . By the extraction of 
some people from the voice record and the computation 
of the” voice authentication”, it is possible to quantify 

the degree of similarity among two people. 

 
 
 
III.Reproduction technology 
The reproduction technologies can be classified into 
two classes:- with cooperation:  (1)The user put his 
finger on a soft material (Play DoDes dental 
impressions materials   are negative impressions of the 
finger prints is fixe on the surfaced (3) When the liquid 
is hardened the stamp is formed. 

  

 

-Without cooperation: (1) A latent print left by an 
unintentional user is en enhanced by a powder applied 
with a brush. (2) The fingerprint is photographed and 
then the Imaged is print in negatives on a transparency 
3 the paper is place our a printed circuits board pcb and 
then exposed to uv light 4 when the photosensitive 
Layer of the board is develop that surfaced is in acid 
solution 5 the thickness of patterns in the mould for the 
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stamp 6 as for the cooperation methods is liquid is 
dripped on the board 

         
IV.Methods for vitality detection 
we have showed the possibility of deceiving fingerprint 
capture devices by submitting a” fake” fingerprint made 

up of other artificial materials. In particular we have 
seen the procedure for creating a replica of a fingerprint 
from a live finger In order to face with this threats a 
biometrics device must” decide” if the face in the 

acquisitions sensor is olives or”fake” The another word 
the recognitions proceed much be upgrade with a add 
functions to detections in ”vitalities”  the submits 

biometrics after that the user presents  his fingerprint, 
the system looks for some vitality hints and recognizes 
if it is hints and recognizes if it is ”fake” Biometric. 
 

   
 
This procedure is called” vitality detection”. In 

scientific literature several methods to detect the 
fingerprint vitality have been proposed, and this 
research field is still very active. In the following 
sections we draw a survey of the main likeness 
detection methods proposed in the literature. We 
distinguish all the methods, firstly, on the basis of 
likeness measures, then, on the basis of the dataset 
employed and their performances giving a 
comprehensive comparison of the results obtained. 
 
4.1 The vitality detection in a biometric system:- At 
first, existing approaches can be subdivided in 
”hardware-based” and ”software-based”. The first once 
trying to detects the vitalities of the fingerprint get in 
the sensor by additional H/W ablity to measured 
physiological signs . These approaches are obviously 
expensive as they require additional hardware and can 
be strongly invasive: for example, measuring person’s 

blood pressure is invasive as It's can use of another 
reason that for simply detect that vitalities of his 
fingerprint More our maximum case a clever indicator 
can circular this vitalities detections method Therefore 
make the images proceeding modules many 
”intelligent” that is making it able to detect of a fraud 

finger has-been detected  an interesting alternative To 
the hardware based approaches many approached aims 
to extracted vitalities features from the fingertip image 
directs proposed . The general rationale behinds this 
approached is the some peculiarity of ”live fingerprints” 

cannot be holds  artificial reproduction an they can 
detected  by a Or less complex analysis of fingerprint 
images these relates vitalities detections approached can 

be named software based . According to The taxonomy 
of figure 4 1 the initial subdivision of the software 
based approaches is bases in the kind of features used . 
If the features extracted derive from the analysis of 
multiple frames of the same fingerprint, captured while 
the subject puts his fingertip on the acquisition surface 
at certain time periods (e.g., at 0 sec and at 5 sec), the 
related methods are named ”dynamic” (as they use 

dynamic features) . in the another hands if feature is 
extracted from a single fingerprint impression or the 
comparison in different impression these methods are 
named ”static” as they use static features). Figure 4.1, 
they describe software-based approaches as functions of 
the physical principle. 
 

 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
Figure 4 1 proposed of fingertip vitalities detections 
method  
v experimental Investigation of livens detections 
method we are proposed a classification of the main  
Method adopts to literature concerning livens detection  
develop exploiting different characteristics of the 
human physiology or some intrinsic features of 
fingerprint Images at present it's difficulty to 
establishing if a feature shows a detection capability 
better than another . We believed that these is mainly 
due to the facts that performances of different features 
have been assessed and compared with different 
acquisition sensors and using medium data set which 
could Have obscured the relatives merit of the features 
due in the medium samples sized issues.The aim of this 
experimentation is to uniformly compare the main 
features each of this is applied on the same image 
dataset and the results are elaborated with the Same 
classification tool in the another hands we demonstrate 
that using many of the one features could improve the 
detection rate when a data set large enough is Available 
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we focused in the so called dynamically and statically 
featured from figure 4 1 
      The first sections provide a deeper description of 
this two type of measure recalling the concepts of 
”frames” and ”impressions” based acquisition. 
Following we show the importance of the fusions in  
this two type of measure in orders in improve live/fake 
classification rate. 
5 1 dynamic and static features the categorization we 
used in the one proposed in the previously showed and 
bases in the concept of ”frames” and ”impression”  Of a 
fingerprint frames are intended to be images captured 
by holding the fingertip in the scanner surfaced without 
moving it. Position of fingertip do not changed during 
acquisition. In another hand impressions are intended to 
be images captured even at different periods of time but 
fingerprint can be moved during acquisition. The 
extraction of dynamic features requires a time 
dependent analysis in fingertip image. Basically a multi 
frame acquisition is performed while the user holds his 
finger on sensor surface. The algorithm based on 
dynamic features receives as input the extracted frames 
of each finger and gives a vitality response by 
comparing these time series images (usually only two 
frames are compared). All these features are aims to 
characterize and analyses the skin perspiration process 
during the acquisition stage. Static features instead give 
a spoofing warning by considering how multiple 
impressions of the same fingerprint differ: this category 
of features includes deformation and statistic analysis. 
This approach based on static features studies the 
variability of the fingerprint images during different 
acquisition processes.  Dynamic features check vitality 
properties from Multiple frames extracted from one 
acquisition; instead static features are computed from 
multiple acquisitions (i.e., impressions) of shows the 
features investigated in this experimentation.  
 
5 2 dynamic features the perspiration is a unique 
physiologic feature of skins the evaporation from that 
human body through skin pores guarantees a correct 
Thermal regulation in particular the entire surface of the 
finger is characterized by the presence of a uniform 
distributions in pores. While the finger is in contact 
with the surface of a fingerprint scanner this 
phenomenon can be observe with a slight change of the 
acquired images. Due to the perspiration and the contact 
of the finger with the Surface of the scanner the skin 
gets wetter and consequently the acquired images get 
perceptively darker (see also Figure). This logical 
phenomenon is used as a vitality measure in the 
fingerprints on the scanner because it is generally not 
exhibited by a fingerprint stamp due to the perspiration 
phenomenon absence. While the user keeps his finger 
on the scanner two images are captured with a time gap 
of about 5 seconds. in the basis of this couple of images 
a sets of vitality measures based on the differences 
extracted from the sequence are computed.The above 
differences are computed using only grey level values 

along the ridges path, and using these main processing 
steps: 
5.2.1 Acquisition of two frames of the same fingerprint 
temporally separated from 5 seconds. 
5.2.2 Binarization and thinning of the images 
5.2.3 Creation of two mono-dimensional vectors  grey 
Level values of the extracted skeletons of the two 
frames. 
5.2.4 Processing of the differences of the two signals 
characterized with the above C1 and C2 vectors. 
5 3 static features the static features are the measures 
computed by uses multiple impression of the same nano 
time fingerprint. The user repeats the acquisition of his 
fingerprint by removing and applying in sequence the 
finger on the scanner. In particular a static feature is 
computed as the different betweens a certain measure 
extracted from an input impression to be assigned to an 
identity and the one extracted from a template 
Impression which is known to be from a live finger. It’s 
worth never that it is more difficult to find vitality 
discriminate properties among two impressions than 
among two frames. Many factors can alter a static 
measure: for example a different pressure of the finger 
on the scanner surface can modify the captured area 
 

 
 
Of the fingerprint or the brightness profile of the image 
the modify that distribution on the finger surface of the 
elastic deformation. A first kind of static features is 
bases on the elastic information that skin. in particular 
these features are based on the variation of the position 
of the minutiae’s sets extracted from the image . The 
rational behinds this approached is the following . 
When a finger presses on a surface, the 3D flow of 
papillary ridges on the skin is leaved as a stamp on the 
surface as a 2D pattern. If the finger is on a scanner 
surface this 2D pattern is recorded as an image. The 
passage from 3D to 2D flow involves an elastic 
deformation depending, e.g., on the softness of the 
fingertip, the pressure of the contact, the orientation of 
the finger on the surface. For each finger there is a 
unique elastic response that can return a vitality 
measure when compared with a plastic fake stamp. In 
these works we adopted the elastic distortion model 
proposed.  We firstly extracted the sets of minutiae 
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from the two fingerprint impressions. By the so-called 
String matching algorithm we detected the set of 
correspondent minutiae. In this way we obtained two 
sets of ordered minutiae for two different impressions 
of the same fingerprint. Given Mc = (Tm1……..Tmk) 
and Tt = (Tt1…….Ttk) the two minutiae sets for the 
comparison we first compute the Thin Plate Spines 
model (TPS) by which we obtain the complete 
correspondence of the two set of minutiae. 
                        F(Tm) = Tt 
According to the TPS model, given the set of minutiae 
Tm - Tt, the function that forces the set Tm to a 
complete correspondence with the Tt set is described by 
the following TPS formula for each point: 
         Tt = F(Tm) = c + ATm +WTs(mc) 
 
5.4 The Dataset:- In order to investigate static and 
dynamic features, we collected a multiple-frames 
/ multiple-impressions dataset. In particular the 
secunces involv in the creations of this set of images 
from the fabrication process to the acquisition are the 
followings 
. 
Step 1 - Fabrication Process 
Images were acquired from 82 different fingerprints 
from 50 people aged between 20 and 70 and the 72 fake 
stamps. The lack of symmetry is due to the 
impossibility to reproduce some fingers with the chosen 

 

material: fingertips with very thin ridges or with a 
damaged surface are very difficult to be reproduced and 
this does not allow making a readable stamp. In the 
fabrication process of the fake finger we adopted the so-
called consensual method, which is commonly followed 
for assessing the performance of fingerprint vitality 
detection features.  The basic steps of this process are: 

(1) the user put his finger on plasticize-like material: the 
pattern of the fingerprint is negative reproduced in a 
mould; (2) the liquid silicon with a catalyst is dripped 
over the mould: the liquid covers the negative 
fingerprint; (3) after some hours the solidification of the 
rubber is Completed and the cast can  removs from the 
mould; 
 (4) the rest of the plasticize mould is cleaned off from 
the surface of the cast. This procedure was repeated for 
each different finger. In order to produce the replicas 
we used the following materials: for the mould we 
employed a plasticize-like material that offers a good 
malleable property and a high stability in the time, for 
the cast we used a two-compound mixture of liquid 
silicone and a catalyst. 
Step 2 - Acquisition Process 
For the acquisition of the fingerprint images we used 
the Biometrical FX2000 optical sensor with an 
acquisition area of 25x13.2 mm2. The size of images is 
312x372 pixels. Each user was required to repeat for 20 
times the acquisition of his fingerprint. For each 
acquisition a couple of time-frames at 0 and 5 seconds 
has been extracted. At the end of the acquisition process 
we have collected 3280 ”live” images (82 fingers x 20 

acquisitions x 2 frames) and 2880 images from fake 
stamps (72 stamps x 20 acquisitions x 2 frames). Both 
high and low quality images have been included in the 
collection. The main features of data sets collected by 
other researchers are: 
5.4.1 A large sample size. As an example, the data set 
of “Derakshani” is comprised by 54 live and fake finger 
images, in 640 live and fake images were collected. Our 
data set is comprised by 1640 live and 1440 fake finger 
images. By considering the second frame of each 
image, the overall dataset doubles its size. Another wide 
dataset proposed by “Galbally” does not include 
multiple frames of the same fingerprint impression. 
Thus, it is not possible to use it as a data set for 
comparing static and dynamic features. 
5.4.2 In order to test both dynamic and static feature the 
dataset includes different impressions and different 
frames from each acquired finger/stamp. 
5.4.3 The dataset is comprised by high and low quality 
images. This wide range of quality values permits to 
testing the measures over different images and then to 
generalizing the results. 

 

VI. Experimental Result:- 

In order to extract static and dynamic features from 
fingerprint images, we adopted 
the following protocol. 6.1 One live fingerprint 
impression for each client has been used as template 
image. 6.2 Both for static and dynamic measure we 
have extracted a difference measure coming from 
template image and the related client. Where the 

measure does not need a specific couple of images (as 
for elastic deformation) an arithmetic difference has 
been computed from the two separated measures 
applied to the template and the client images. 6.3 
Dynamic Measures: we have computed the five 
dynamic measures (DF1...DF5) for the extracted 
vectors C1 (at 0 sec.) and C2 (at 5 sec.) from each 
couple of frames. The differences between the value 
from template couple and client one have been 
computed. 6.4 Static Measures: measures from SF2 to 
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SF4 have been computed separately from each template 
and client image. As the bending energy concerns, the 
elastic measure has been applied to the couple template-
client images. 

VII. Conclusion:- A biometric system is a recent 
technology that permits the automatic recognition of an 
individual by some of his physics or behavioral marks. 
The development and diffusion of such systems has 
driven a particular attention toward high performance 
and security. Concerning on this last design bond, a 
considerable number of recent works have focused the 
attention on the wide spread of threats that can 
compromise a biometric system. After a brief 
introduction on the born of such technology, we have 
given a detailed description and classification of all the 
weak points of an automatic process of identification. In 
particular, the entire work of this thesis has dwelled 
upon one of these threats: fake biometric. A spoof 
attack involves the use of a fake biometric to imitate a 
legitimate submission. If on one hand, the first works 
have shown the feasibility of submitting a fake 
fingerprint, currently the attention is focused on 
developing solution against such threats. ”Likeness 
detection” is the expression with which is indicated the 
research of a vitality sign in the submitted biometric, in 
order to avoid and obstruct deceitful attempts. Although 
the research in this field is quite recent, a lot of 
solutions have been proposed: from hardware ones, 
based on the integration in the biometric system of an 
additional device devoted to aliveness detection, to 
software solutions that manage the task by algorithms 
for digital image. In both cases, the variety of solutions 
is not supported by testing procedures. All the features 
are analyzed on limited dataset of images that does not 
guarantee statistical validity. Our work is oriented 
toward two main direction: firstly, we have organized 
the state of the art in a clear taxonomy, classifying all 
the solutions by means of their typology (elastic 
deformation, morphologic features...) and by their 
measure protocol (dynamic, static...). Secondly, we 
have implemented liveness detection methods proposed 
in literature and proposed new ones: after having 
reproduced all the main measures of the state-of-the-art 
we have applied these on a statistical valid dataset. 
From this study we have found that, in order to obtain 
high performance, it is suggested to employ the fusion 
of different typologies of measures, exploiting their 
orthogonality.The first based on the measure of the 
ridge width alteration, the second on the high frequency 
contribution in the Fourier space. Our work gives an 
important contribution in the liveness detection method 

because, after defining a clear state-of-the-art, proposes 
new valid solutions in this field.  
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